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work in emerging markets
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global topics
8 billion

80% of the world's employees work in emerging markets. How
companies recruit, retain and manage people across the entire
organization will often determine their success or failure in
emerging countries. That's why this publication will look at some of
the most important people and organizational issues for European
companies to compete successfully in these regions.
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introduction
* Our clients often ask us:

What are the best HR strategies and processes
for emerging markets, such as finding and
retaining good local management and employees?
What are effective techniques to encourage
a corporate culture to expand successfully to
emerging markets?
How should cooperation between headquarters
and local subsidiaries be organized?
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HR Goes Global – Focus 20 countries
ARE CHANGING the HR agenda
European 2012 growth expectations are modest. Our scenarios
suggest a very favorable performance would be if GDP growth
does not decrease. Emerging markets tell another story. Our
estimates indicate that emerging countries like the BRICs
have the momentum and resilience to reach between 2% and 8%
projected GDP growth for 2012.1
Looking to the future, by 2030 emerging markets are expected
to produce 70% of world GDP growth. Ten years later, their equity
market capitalization will reach USD 80 trillion, 1.2 times more
than the developed world.2 These growth trajectories far surpass
European projections over the next 20 years. They also hint at
numerous business opportunities, a few of which we alluded to
in the introductory publication.
However, emerging market competition is heating up faster than
anticipated, and not only among the BRICs. Globalization is
creating very credible local competitors who are appearing sooner
and stronger than most observers anticipated only a few years
ago. Technical knowledge now disperses globally in less than
a year. Emerging markets often gain market share by costeffectively adapting first-world technology or customizing value
chains pioneered by advanced economies. These and other
factors, such as favorable access to natural resources or national
concessions, are why Focus 20 companies3 are climbing the
international league tables. Today, almost a fifth of the Fortune
500 – 93 companies – register their headquarters in Focus 20
countries.
Increasingly rigorous local competition leads more and more
clients to ask whether they're properly positioned to succeed in
emerging markets. Cultural and people issues are among
their most common concerns.*
Consider Siemens' recent efforts to strengthen its long historical
participation in many Focus 20 and other emerging markets. In
2005, the company employed approximately 46,000 emerging
market employees. Five years later, this workforce had almost
doubled to 85,000. One in five Siemens employees now lives in an
emerging country. During these five years, emerging markets
made a valuable contribution to more than doubling revenue from
continuing operations to reach EUR 22 billion. At the same time,

substantial emerging country recruiting and on-boarding efforts
strenuously tested HR practices at even this highly experienced
multinational company.

"SOFT" HR issues ARE BECOMING the
key "hard" success factor
Globalization is changing the distribution of world jobs to reflect
stronger emerging market economic growth and new business
opportunities. In 2010, one in three new jobs was already
created in either China or India. European companies will also need
to develop global HR strategies to compensate for European
demographic trends. Western Europe must add 46 million workers
to sustain average economic growth over the next 20 years.
How companies recruit, retain and manage people across the
entire organization will often determine their success or failure in
emerging countries. That's why this publication will look at some of
the most important people and organizational issues for European
companies to compete successfully in emerging markets.
Part one profiles major current and future HR trends in Western
and emerging markets.
Part two suggests why people issues, such as improving diversity
& inclusion and cultural IQ, will become critical to successful
global competition.
Part three looks at why integrating emerging countries and
personnel into global organizations will quicken the rise of virtual
headquarters and create more flexible headquarters-subsidiary
relationships.
Part four summarizes eight practical steps to help companies
strengthen their emerging market performance.

1) In our latest scenario update, we forecast that China will see 8% GDP growth
in 2012, India 5% and that Brazil and Russia will achieve 2% and 4% growth.
2) Goldman Sachs (2010) 3) The previous publication introduced 20 emerging
markets projected to have the most economic growth up to 2030. They include
Argentina, Brazil, China, Colombia, Egypt, India, Indonesia, Iran, Iraq, Malaysia,
Mexico, Nigeria, Pakistan, Peru, Russia, Saudi Arabia, South Africa, Thailand,
Turkey and Vietnam.
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Global markets
ARE TURNING global HR
into a strategic asset

Major current and future HR trends in Western
markets and emerging economies
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For globalizing companies, experienced, informed and effective
human resource skills will become a strategic asset. And to
maximize the competitive potential of employees across
global markets – and in particular Focus 20 countries – many
multinational companies will need to revise their HR policies and
programs. They will need to do so not from an exclusively local
management view, but from a company-wide perspective. And
finding a balance between local market, cultural HR issues,
and broader strategic corporate objectives will be key to turning
sometimes rigid, back-office HR departments into strategic
global assets.
As will be discussed below, much more competitive and inter
national job markets are upsetting customary HR practices.
Hiring and retention policies, development and training practices,
incentives and benefits are all in transition. International
companies are striving to create and promote new competitive
profiles, to attract and keep both employees and customers.
Viable and profitable methods will depend on a company's specific
situation. But global economic and demographic trends make it
very clear that traditional HR departments will need to evolve.

Employment issues ARE BECOMING global
Emerging markets now moving from the economic periphery to the
center are changing the distribution and character of global jobs.
The world today has approximately 3 billion employees, of which
about 80%, or 2.5 billion people,4 are employed in developing and
emerging markets. While this isn't surprising, as most of the world
lives in these countries, rising emerging market education levels
f1

and investments will create an increasingly important cadre of
higher potential, higher paid emerging market employees.
f1 Salary trends track the race to find skilled emerging country

managers and employees. While American and West European
workers employed at multinational companies took home
some of the world's lowest salary raises over the past few years,
averaging 3%, emerging market workers at multinationals enjoyed
average salary increases at double that rate or higher. In some
areas, such as a few Chinese provinces, wage inflation has
convinced Western multinationals to revise expansion plans or
seek other lower-cost manufacturing locations. But emerging
country wage inflation is by no means restricted to China.
f2 More Focus 20 countries will see significant employment

uptake as globalization intensifies. From 2000 to 2011, foreign
direct investments in emerging markets nearly tripled from
USD 256 billion to USD 684 billion.5 This accounts for about 50% of
global investments. Corporate foreign investments, principally in
China and India, increased 2010 world employment by 950,000.
This was approximately 25% higher than the 750,000 new jobs
foreign investments created the previous year.

THE WAR FOR TALENT IS INTENSIFYING – finding and
retaining productive personnel IS BECOMING
a key success factor
Rising competition in Focus 20 countries will only increase current
difficulties in recruiting skilled managers and employees. Finding
the right talent, according to half the executives surveyed in an
Economist Intelligence Unit employment study, is the most critical
factor for growing businesses in emerging markets.

Emerging markets are seeing the largest salary increases
Selected emerging market salary increases in 2011
Venezuela

27%

Argentina

15%

Vietnam

9%

India

9%

Indonesia

9%

Brazil

5%

Saudi Arabia

3%

USA	

3%

Western Europe

3%

As we discussed in our first publication, most Focus 20 countries
will see significant growth in their working-age population over the
next two decades. But demand for qualified employees will
presumably be considerably greater than availability in several
countries that are likely to experience continuing strong GDP
growth, such as China. In 2030, according to a World Economic Forum
Report, China will be confronted with a lack of 20 million employees.

4) International Labor Organization (2011). The gap between 3 billion employed
and a global population of 7 billion people is due to the high percentage of young and
old people outside the workforce, and significant unemployment in many countries

Source: CTPartners

worldwide. 5) United Nations Conference on Trade and Development (2012)
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f2

China and India are top destinations
ranked by number of new jobs. These jobs
have been created by foreign investors
Top ranking countries by estimated new jobs per annum, 2011

China

130,000

India

110,000

US

90,000

Russia

45,000

Brazil

45,000

Mexico

44,000

Thailand

44,000

UK

40,000

Philippines

38,000

Romania

24,000

Poland

22,000

Malaysia

22,000

France

22,000

Hungary

20,000

Germany

19,000

Vietnam

18,000

Bangladesh

18,000

Argentina

18,000

Australia

18,000

Canada

18,000

Source: Global Location Trends, Roland Berger estimates
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A principal reason for a supply shortfall (besides increased
demand) is that deficient or inappropriate education or training
reduces the pool of potential employees in many emerging
markets. Furthermore, while the number of graduates has
grown by between 30% and 50% in many Focus 20 countries
in recent years,6 only 10%-20% of developing country graduate
students are employable by international standards.
Multinationals currently consider 25% of Indian and 20% of
Russian professionals, for example, as employable, largely due
to the uneven quality of their educational institutions.7
Demographic changes in most advanced economies will further
complicate efforts to find qualified people because their workingage populations will shrink. Even if countries like Germany or
the United States could fully exploit their available talent pools,
each country will lose, on average, about EUR 20 billion every year
due to insufficient supply of skilled workers.

F3

Europe will experience a significant
employee shortage in 2030
Number of employees needed by 2030 (million)

46m
Western Europe

f3 According to a World Economic Forum report, by 2030 the United

States must add 26 million workers to its talent pool in order
to sustain the average 1%-4% GDP growth seen over the last 20
years, while Western Europe will require almost twice as many
new workers, or 46 million additional employees. Germany alone
will likely experience an employment gap of 4.4 million people,
with about half (2.4 million people) required to staff positions
in academia, research, consulting, health and education. Overall,
at least 200-300 million skilled workers will need to join the
global talent pool. Most analysts anticipate that we will see a
persistent shortfall of highly qualified people in 2030, despite an
immigration "brain gain" favoring developed countries that could
mitigate some Western European employment pressures.8
Talent management is far more than salaries, wages and bonuses.
How companies develop people, how they promote them and
how they measure performance – these functions define talent
management. Different cultures interpret these functions
differently. In some cultures, for example, seasoned and aged
managers advance, while in others, clever and ambitious
individuals succeed the fastest.
European and American companies celebrate the top 5% of high
performers and identify low performers. But in Asian markets,

26m
US

20m
china

6) Euromonitor (2012)
7) B. Minchington (2011)
8) Roland Berger Trend Compendium (2011)

Source: OECD, WEF, Roland Berger estimates
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direct and especially public feedback about weaknesses is not
culturally acceptable. Asian people in general prefer to focus on a
person's strengths. By all means, acclaim the top 10 performers,
but don't embarrass the low performers. Emphasize more training
and set regional performance goals to help local line managers.

global organizations are expected to send high-profile employees
to an average of 33 locations per year. This will be significantly
more than the 22 locations in 2009 and 13 in 1998.10 But
"wear and tear" on individuals and expanding emerging market
operations will eventually limit these assignments.

A general worldwide lessening of employee and company loyalty
has also complicated recruitment. Difficulties adapting a
strongly centralized headquarters to changing global employment
patterns and retaining people are not restricted to Western
companies. For instance, a leading Asian electronics company
now employs more people outside of its home country and the
percentage of foreign employees is expected to increase. Its
strong hierarchical, family-dominated culture propelled the com
pany to global prominence. But as the company looks to defend its
leading position in many markets, it adjusted its HR policies to
retain employees and attract high-potential local managers. The
company recognized that it must now design global HR policies to
give important subsidiaries more authority and flexibility to
adapt to local habits and business methods.

Employer branding will become more pervasive

The strong demand for the limited supply of talent in emerging
markets such as China, India, Brazil and the Middle East is
ratcheting up employee turnover rates into the double digits.9
Retention is a major issue because many workers don't hesitate
to trade jobs for what European observers would view as nominal
salary or benefit improvements. In some Indian IT companies,
fluctuation rates soar between 20% and 40%. These companies
lose talented or experienced employees to competitors, and
clients often have to endure deteriorating performance.
Companies respond as best they can to limit attrition by matching
payrolls. Sometimes improving benefits can mitigate pressures for
continuously matching wage increases. Effective techniques can
occasionally be surprisingly simple. Good-tasting cafeteria food in
a pleasant environment, to cite one example, significantly boosts
labor retention rates at some Chinese factories. In other emerging
countries, such as Russia, "free" company access to such status
symbols as the latest computers, cell phones or cars may more
than compensate for salary differences. Company HR departments
must become conversant with relevant cultural issues to develop
the right retention strategies that cater to employee needs
and preferences. One response to plug managerial gaps is more
commuting and short-term international assignments for valuable
employees. Over the past ten years, these assignments climbed
25%. They're projected to grow another 50% by 2020, at which time

As companies compete across more Focus 20 and other emerging
markets, designing and promoting distinctive employer branding
strategies will become ever more important to attract desirable
employee candidates. Many international companies are already
looking to improve their employer brand recognition through
programs and publicity to show that they are desirable, re-
sponsible employers. A clear sign is the rise of employer branding
positions in corporate hierarchies and the difficulty of finding
highly qualified international executives familiar with the concept.
Since 2006 there's been more than a 250% increase in job
vacancies for these top executive positions!11
Fewer than 20% of firms worldwide promote clear employer
brand strategies. As one might expect, companies headquartered
in advanced countries exhibit the highest branding rates. The
US and Canada report the most employer branding (19.7%),
followed by Asia (19.4%), Europe and the United Kingdom (18.4%),
Australia (15%), Turkey (12.3%) and Russia (7.6%).12
When companies enter emerging markets, the brand should
protect the company reputation like an umbrella. Clearly defined
value propositions become supporting struts, and these value
propositions should adapt to local requirements. To continue
the analogy, core values are the handle and pole. These must be
consistent across all cultures and regions. But managing the
brand allows for some local customization.
For example, family orientation in China occupies a special place
in corporate culture, partly because of Confucian principles and
partly due to the family's important role in deciding a person's
career or job choice. A common employer branding tactic therefore
promotes special family days where employees and their families
spend the day together. Some Western companies also host
family events, but they typically do not have the same meaning
or importance as in China.

9) S. S. Garr (2011) 10) and 11) Roland Berger Trend Compendium (2011)
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Occasionally, a company's employer brand in a country can
also risk damaging the worldwide corporate brand through actions
that are considered inappropriate in other regions. Western
consumer movements targeting emerging market labor practices
have become more frequent and influential. Reports about child
labor in H&M's Asian supplier factories negatively influenced the
company's image in Europe and North America.

Highly educated women are entering
the global workforce

f4

Female graduates
from emerging countries
offer enormous
recruiting potential
Percentage of female college graduates

f4 Female graduates from emerging countries offer enormous

recruiting potential. According to a 2010 study by Hewlett et al.,
emerging country universities and graduate schools enroll women
at very high rates. For example, 65% of college graduates in the
United Arab Emirates are female, as are 60% in Brazil and 47% in
China.
Universal access to education is a Russian communist legacy,
and 86% of Russian women between the ages of 18 and 23 attend
tertiary education. More than a third of similarly aged women in
Brazil and the UAE pursue advanced degrees. The authors found
that half the Indian women in the study sample, compared
with 40% of Indian men, hold graduate degrees. Many of these
economically literate female graduates earn degrees in the
natural sciences and technology.13
Highly qualified females can also introduce a management
challenge: how to appoint and support female executives in
countries where males traditionally occupy the dominant roles.
The answer is far from simple. But recent attitudinal shifts –
whether due to globalization, improving economies or new
generations – may augur well for increased female management
in Focus 20 countries. In Brazil, for example, 14% of large
companies' CEOs are now female, while women run 11% of
India's largest firms.14
For international companies, the important question should
not be whether they can employ talented women in their
native countries, but whether they can attract high-potential
female executives on a global level. And to help answer this
question, many companies will first need to address a related
question: how to improve the performance of their diversity
and inclusion policies.
12) B. Minchington (2011) 13) and 14) Hewlett et al. (2010)

United Arab Emirates

65%
Brazil

60%
China

47%
Source: Hewlett et al.
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Diversity & Inclusion (d&I):
partners for emerging
market success

Why people issues, such as improving D&I and cultural IQ, will
become critical to successful global competition
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D&I as key success factors:

"It's no coincidence that diversity in the workforce and at the
management level is being promoted most actively by companies
with a global presence... We are convinced that heterogeneous
teams have an advantage: they are more creative, better able to
solve complex problems, they comprehend a wider range of
customer needs and markets, and, importantly, it is exciting and
inspiring to be a part of such a team."15
Jürgen Hambrecht, former Chairman of BASF

Globalization will substantially change how employees and
managers interact with both developed and developing markets.
Senior management will need to revise HR policies and practices
to accommodate a much more diverse global workforce, because
the skill and flexibility employees show in cooperating across
countries and cultures will affect a company's overall competitive
and financial performance to an ever greater degree.

15) think: act magazine (2010)
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What does D&I MEAN, SPECIFICALLY?

Diversity refers to visible individual differences
in aspects like gender and age, and invisible
differences such as competencies and nationalities.
Inclusion covers the performance and policies of
a corporate culture in relation to respect for people,
awareness of local distinctions, valuing and
respecting differences, and enriching and enlarging
the corporate culture.

How can d&I help as a key concept?

Make better cross-cultural decisions
Boost team productivity and creativity
Understand and increase access to local markets
Improve HR effectiveness and employee satisfaction
Improve financial performance
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What are the key benefits of d&I?

Top line

Bottom line

D&I improves financial performance
A Catalyst study found that 69% of diverse and inclusive com
panies are more profitable, principally because of their more
dynamic and creative atmosphere. The study authors calculated
that these companies generate a 35% higher return on equity.

D&I offers cost savings through reduced employee fluctuation
A manufacturing company experienced 8% fluctuation rates for
its China-based workers and executives, while the Singapore
fluctuation rate was 6% across all functions. The total workforce in
both countries increased over the past five years from 12,000
to 21,000 employees. A Roland Berger analysis suggested that
diversity measures could lower fluctuation rates by 2% annually in
both countries. Reduced HR hiring, on-boarding and development
costs could yield annual savings of EUR 6.5 million. Because the
employee base is expected to expand to 30,000 over the next five
years, cumulative total savings could exceed EUR 30 million.

D&I drives sales growth and wins market share in global markets
Drawing on a diverse employee base, a prominent diversified
technology company organizes in-house focus groups to mimic
customer segments. The focus groups participate in early
product development to improve emerging market products.
Employee "customers" who understand local Indian require
ments collaborated with company engineers to design a remote
electrocardiogram that slips into a physician's backpack.

D&I increases employee engagement, and
stimulates creativity and drive
A multinational telecom marshaled its multicultural workforce to
introduce various successful product innovations, such as spoken
text messages for the visually impaired. The company then
advertised its employees' diversity and skills in a marketing
campaign that generated an additional EUR 330 million in revenue.

Another 2011 Roland Berger study estimated that companies
could extract substantial potential savings through more robust
and better executed diversity & inclusion practices. Outdated,
inadequate or inappropriate D&I policies cost German companies
approximately EUR 21 billion a year. But contemporary, holistic,
wide-ranging D&I initiatives promise potential annual per capita
HR savings of more than EUR 10,000. The results derive from
modern D&I practices that frequently stimulate staff creativity,
improve access to new markets and fresh capital, reduce legal
disputes, and – by positioning the company as a preferred
employer – attract more top talent.

D&I improves access to capital markets by positively rating
companies on relevant indices rewarded by shareholders
A study by Q. M. Robinson and H. J. Park discovered that
heterogeneous management teams and a strong "diversity image"
achieve higher company values than less diverse companies.
Researchers detected a positive relationship between diversity
reputation and book-to-market equity. A good diversity image may
send positive signals to investors, such as lower risk of lawsuits,
and mixed project groups that tend to show enhanced creativity.
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WHY D&I INITIATIVES OFTEN FAIL

*

60%
40%
35%

cited no board or senior director support for
diversity and inclusion policies
noted a lack of successful role models
said that level 2 and 3 managers did not share
senior management's commitment to D&I

A recent Roland Berger study surveyed executives at 70 leading
global corporations in such industries as automotive, construction,
energy, chemical and electronics to learn about their diversity
and inclusion policies. 60% correctly view diversity as a very broad
concept that extends across competencies to engage different
"mindsets", profiles and working methods, but most managers are
uncertain about the reasons for gaps in diversity at their
companies.
After conducting almost 800 personal interviews with managers
at four European companies (headquartered in Scandinavia,
Germany, France and the Netherlands), we found three common
parallel reasons to explain why it may be difficult for companies
to improve diversity, whether for gender, age or nationality. These
reasons can be found in the large headings above.*
These managers may be unconvinced about D&I benefits and
frequently don't know the proper corrective actions. While
they believe that they personally are transparent with their nonnative colleagues, their performance self-assessments don't
correspond to the perceptions of non-native colleagues and staff.
The imagined solution before the correct diagnosis
The problem often lies not in the remedies but in the diagnosis.
Many companies apply imagined diversity and inclusion solutions
before they correctly analyze the causes of limited diversity.
There may be a substantial catalog of actions for women,

ethnic minorities and foreigners, but senior managers don't know
the accurate, specific reasons why their company suffers limited
diversity or struggles to achieve minimal improvement.
Frequently, several internal factors simultaneously hamper
effective D&I initiatives. Management behavior, such as nonverbal signals or dilatory performance, can scuttle efforts. The
corporate culture, ironically in particularly successful or
difficult economic conditions, may be reluctant to change. HR
departments may lack appropriate guidelines and procedures,
such as how to handle complaints or suggestions. Workshops can
be particularly useful for diagnosing the specific situational,
operational and policy issues in a division or unit that adversely
affect D&I improvement.
Roland Berger, along with psychologists specializing in
organizational behavior, developed a D&I questionnaire to help
identify the specific reasons for inadequate performance.
The questionnaire findings, explored in one-hour personal
interviews with managers and employees, are the basis for
a detailed D&I action plan for improving existing
HR policies and practices.
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A DIVERSITY CASE STUDY:

Headquarters-subsidiary
integration
Working with clients to improve their emerging market perfor
mance, we noticed several recurring structural and cultural
reasons for less than ideal headquarters diversity. We decided to
take a closer look recently by interviewing managers at four large
German, Dutch, French and Swedish companies. Three major
factors hinder effective integration:

1

2
3

Headquarters-centric culture
and leadership traits
45% said the home country defines appropriate work methods,
habits and educational standards. These cultural preferences are
reinforced by often tacit agreement that other working practices
are not as effective.

Lack of language skills
30% reported that when senior management conversations are,
for example, conducted in German at German headquarters, nonnative managers without full command of the German language
can feel at a disadvantage. Conversely, when discussions are in a
third language, most commonly English, both Germans and nonnatives may experience language inadequacy. Either case tends
to diminish openness and cooperation.

NON-TRANSPARENT INFORMAL HQ-CENTRIC networks
20% noted that international colleagues may not be aware of some
higher management opportunities because they're not advertised
through official channels.
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Headquarters ARE
CENTRALIZING functions
for transition

A look at why integrating emerging countries and personnel into
global organizations will quicken the rise of virtual headquarters
and create more flexible headquarters-subsidiary relationships
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European companies adapt their headquarters to a globalizing
economy. The 72 companies that participated in the fifth and
most recent survey in 2010 report that their biggest challenge is
the increasing complexity of globalized business moving east
and south. The overwhelming response is to seek efficiencies in
finance, knowledge sharing and project management through
more HQ centralization, new HQ functions and ramped-up
capabilities. Over the last ten years, corporate headquarters'
relative size has expanded significantly. Today, the average
employee ratio at corporate headquarters is 4.5%, a much higher
headcount than in any previous study. Many companies enhance
centralization, such as shared services and knowledge centers,
to improve project management supervision and control
capabilities. At the same time, they promote local managers'
operational independence.
These seemingly disparate trends are part of a larger corporate
structural evolution that will transition many steel and glass
headquarters into silicon and fiber "virtual" headquarters.
Increasingly frequent ad hoc headquarters project management
activities will eventually evolve into new end-to-end processes
that access flexible staffing and corporate expertise distributed
across the world. Headquarters will play the pivotal role, leveraging
corporate and external resources to satisfy internal and external
customer needs.
The rationale for fixed Western company headquarters lessens
every year as global GDP distribution moves farther east
and south. Traditional European location paradigms are slowly
changing. A headquarters' address may no longer reflect the
corporation's principal focus of activities, either for production or
customers. Decision-making powers will naturally shift toward
future centers of economic gravity. Signs of adjustment are in the
news almost daily. A global automotive company recently moved
its worldwide headquarters to Hong Kong because China is now
the largest automotive market. GM transferred responsibility for
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To reach new emerging market customers, most international
companies will periodically revise operations to improve the
efficiency of their marketing, customer service, manufacturing and
global supply chains. Senior management will also likely adapt
decision-making and HR policies and practices to accommodate a
far more diverse workforce. How corporate strategy and
operations evolve to engage emerging markets will significantly
influence the relationship between headquarters and subsidiaries.
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global purchasing from Detroit to Shanghai. GE healthcare
relocated its headquarters to China. Wal-Mart opened its global
e-commerce headquarters in China.
HQ executives increasingly rely on tighter planning cycles and
short-term projects to compensate for more volatile markets.
For some companies, project management is becoming more
important than physical location. The diversity and range of
customers across Focus 20 countries will put new meaning into
customer service, and corporate flexibility will become a
competitive strength. And the key to a successful transition
from silos to functions, from geography to processes, will be
management, management, management!

What distinguishes good from deficient
management? Process orientation
When management perceives the company as a viable system
instead of a binary structure (HQ-subsidiary), this will help
introduce the concept of processes as the way to organize and
structure HQ-subsidiary relationships. If we use a biological
steering analogy to compare a viable biological system, such as
cells, with a social company system, we can learn a lot about
sustainable complexity management. For instance, there are
already well-known similarities in the systems management of
bee populations and manager populations. Both systems have
a nearly infinite number of possible states, depending on internal
energy and external demands or constraints. This is called
complexity. And complexity mirrors the variety of states of a
system, be it social, biological or economic. Niklas Luhman, the
German sociologist, a protagonist of this systems theory, and
W. Ross Ashby, co-developer of cybernetics, observed that only
variety can destroy variety. In other words, to solve complex
problems, the operating system, or controls, must be as complex
as the system. Complexity can be handled only by complexity.16
16) W. W. Weber (2008)
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The share of employees in
centralized headquarters functions
is increasing significantly
Employees in centralized functions as a
percentage of total employees (%)

0.9

3.0

2.3

2.8

4.5

1999

2002

2005

2008

2010

Source: Roland Berger
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In terms of business, this means that an organization's
headquarters must be able to maximize the system's potential
states (the sum of structures, processes and people) to stay
resilient and viable in a dynamic global environment. Successful
companies already act in this manner. For instance, there is a
strong tendency to share resources and risks by building
networks of suppliers, service partners or joint ventures.
Automotive manufacturers like BMW and Mercedes have built
supplier networks in China, India and Brazil. In 2011, MSD and
Sun Pharmaceutical Industries Ltd., a leading Indian multinational
pharmaceutical company, announced the creation of a joint
venture to develop, manufacture and commercialize new
combinations and formulations of innovative, branded generics
in the emerging markets. Ericsson, the Swedish provider of
telecommunication and data communication systems, has
established a strong service partnership with MTN, the leading
telecom operator in Africa and the Middle East. The examples
show that resilient and flexible organizations work on their
competencies in managing networks, interfaces and processes
to make complexity management a competitive advantage.

Centralization vs. decentralization:
a false dichotomy
There is a false dichotomy between centralization or geographic
concentration and decentralization that has been a distraction.
The real challenge Focus 20 countries bring to company
strategists is how headquarters can integrate functions across
countries and geographies into end-to-end processes. When
functions in disparate locations replace organizational boxes and
dotted lines, headquarters responsibilities evolve to setting
global standards, harmonizing transaction activities and defining
governance, systems and procedures in order to establish and
maintain a viable value-generating network.
In many cases, this will necessitate replacing geographic-centric
legacy systems and managers because the transition starts
by asking such questions as: What is the best end-to-end process
for my company? Who in the organization has the right
capabilities? How can processes and networks be established
with clear ownership across the world and across all related
economic systems, such as suppliers and clients? What are the
internal barriers – IT systems, language, culture, overly specific
product or supplier focus – that inhibit change?

As the economic centers of gravity move in increasingly
volatile markets, executives will spend more time managing core
processes across geographies and functions. The distracting
central vs. decentral dichotomy will be replaced by project and
process management that steers the company as a viable system.
Building corporate structures is about enabling start-to-finish
processes, rather than adapting existing capabilities. Processes
are much more flexible. Some companies may find that their
Focus 20 key account managers and sales representatives
remain local, but many other positions become more international.
Orchestrating the transition to a more process-based, network
organization – which can be much more responsive and proactive
in Focus 20 countries – will demand considerable management
attention. Three prominent American technology companies
introduced standardized global processes to improve multina
tional performance. The financial results are impressive. At
one company, regional business units apply centrally designed
processes that realized savings of USD 9 bn. Another company
introduced standardized data management to reduce administrative
costs by 20%. The third company applied a product development
process that reduced product development time by 50%.
To achieve these results, senior management devoted considerable
effort to the transition. Functional and regional departments were
reluctant to assign people or resources to the new processes.
There were also communication and execution difficulties because
of disparate locations and vague reporting lines. The key levers
to get these new processes successfully introduced at all three
companies were assigning respected senior managers and
selecting versatile cross-functional process teams.
Headquarters will also take on more identity-branding roles to
create a consistent identity across different cultures, products
and services. Setting global standards plus establishing and
supporting integrated culture, identity and values are important
HQ functions. Maintaining a productive balance between
promoting an integrated culture and respecting local diversity will
be a perpetual senior management responsibility. This is a core
headquarters responsibility that will become increasingly
important as more global economic power shifts to Focus 20
countries.
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Conclusion

Eight practical steps to help companies
strengthen their emerging market performance
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1.
67%

See the CEO as Change
Agent in Chief

70%

of surveyed companies agree that the CEO or
the board is ultimately accountable for managing
successful diversity and inclusion programs
indicated their organization appoints an internal
board or committee to monitor diversity/inclusion
strategy and initiatives

Source: Forbes magazine study

No member of the board is more important than the CEO in making
cultural diversity a powerful 21st century business asset. A
Japanese study highlights the CEO's critical role in encouraging
corporate openness to foreign cultures and international activities.
Looking at Japanese companies, researchers found that firms are
more likely to become international when the CEO is risk-tolerant,
forward-looking and internationally experienced. By contrast,
a risk-averse CEO with limited international experience raises a
psychological barrier to international ventures regardless of
whether the firm has the capability to expand internationally.17

17) T. Yasuyuki and S. Hitoshi (2011)
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2.

Diversify the Board and
top senior management

Globalization is arguably the most important contemporary
international issue, yet only 15% of Fortune Global 500 companies
appoint a CEO whose nationality differs from that of the home
country. Change is under way. Supervision at many prominent
German companies, for example, is becoming more international.
f6 Over the past decade, the percentage of non-German DAX
company board members increased from a little more than 10%
to about 30%.

f6

At least 30% of DAX companies
have non-German board members
Non-Germans on the boards of
German DAX companies (%)
Source: Roland Berger estimates, Simon Kucher

More companies are assigning board members regional
responsibilities. A third of DAX 30 management board members
now report on specific regions. Philips Healthcare recently
appointed a board member for emerging markets. Hansgrohe
assigns board members a geographic area and regularly
rotates responsibilities.
"…ach member of the Board of Directors is responsible for a
market," says C…O Mr. Gänßlen. "The production guy is responsible
for a market. As Chief Financial Officer, I was responsible for the
United States. You have to cover all aspects from production to the
customer. That broadens your perspective."
An American hotel chain goes further to encourage international
thinking. One month every year, the headquarters temporarily
relocates to an emerging market, such as Brazil, Dubai or India.
Board internationalization occasionally involves a lifestyle
commitment. A leading European diversified industrial company's
board member moved to Hong Kong to better understand and
develop the Chinese market. His entire office – board member,
family and staff, roughly a hundred people – transferred from
Germany to Hong Kong for a year. A fellow executive board
member set up an executive business hub in Dubai and visited one
week per month to hold all his international meetings, including
those with subsidiaries' management. Frequent physical presence
in emerging markets is a very direct sign of more inclusive
corporate policies, as well as a convenient way to meet valuable
customers.

27.8%

*

13.3%

27.8% = 52 people
15 are from the US
8 from Austria
4 from Switzerland
25 from other nations

2000

2011
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135 board members of
DAX companies are Germans

52*

board members of DAX
companies are non-Germans
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3.

Foster diversity and inclusion between
senior and middle management

"People need to be aware that they have internalized specific
national values. These values lead to behavioral patterns and
expectations, which in many situations might be completely
different from those of their international colleagues."
Intercultural trainer Ruth Schaefer

To help convince senior and middle managers of the benefits of
D&I, workshops and interviews can be useful. The Roland Berger
"convert" approach, for example, applies these techniques to
clarify the gaps between perceptions and external role model
expectations. At the end of our "convert" approach, management
of the legal entities/business units is encouraged to identify
appropriate actions to increase their workforce's diversity.
Measures such as the following often improve performance:
International assignments
Scheduling longer stays abroad is a traditional technique to
develop intercultural competency, particularly in younger
employees, before they have family obligations. But while foreign
assignments are an important stage in corporate careers, sojourns
shouldn't be too long lest reintegration become difficult. Career
paths should also be evident one year before completing an
international assignment, otherwise potential benefits will be
significantly reduced.
Rotation
Recognizing the need to improve international understanding,
many prominent multinationals prioritize education. In this
context, job rotation is an important tool. For instance, Lafarge has
special internal leadership programs where managers rotate
international assignments among emerging markets, or across
various business units.
Skill development and monitoring
International teams should receive cross-cultural training, and
ideally, both headquarters and local subsidiaries will participate
to improve communication skills.

Kentucky Fried Chicken discovered that one-child families
and home computers cause many Chinese children to socialize
less frequently than previous generations. So the company
designed a special learning program to teach Chinese employees
surprisingly basic people and teamwork skills. Some companies,
such as SAP, are so convinced of the need for cultural awareness
that they calculate intercultural training payoff/return rates. Most
firms don't conduct such analyses. But failure to correctly
appreciate cultural differences can be costly.
In addition to training, current performance measurement
processes should be reviewed on a regular basis to understand
cultural differences, and leaders should be taught how to
become aware of these differences.
Communication about employment issues
Poorly expressed expectations or job requirements can
compromise otherwise promising multi-cultural projects. A
simple remedy is for independent advisors, perhaps employees
in an unrelated division or area, to review important job profiles
to confirm that descriptions correctly reflect assignments.
Transparency of job vacancies available across the company
worldwide is also important, both to increase mobility and
encourage employees to exercise initiative to develop their
own careers.
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4.

Develop a global hiring and retention
strategy with a stronger focus on women

Flexible working conditions are needed with respect
to location (home office), hours and the attitudes of
other employees.
For working mothers, companies could set up daycare centers
or offer external support. Sweden is a benchmark, with the
world's highest percentage of working mothers.
Specific qualitative or quantitative goals, rather than working
hours, should define career opportunities. A transparent
process can help women plan their careers.
With regard to attracting and retaining women,
these special issues need attention.

Hiring policies should look to attract talent from all over the
world. To raise corporate profiles among potential employees,
companies could intensify cooperation with universities and
other organizations that attract young professionals. But
retaining valuable employees is just as important as hiring
desirable candidates. Various estimates suggest that losing
a middle manager costs an organization up to 100% of the
manager's annual salary. To retain employees, several factors are
critical beyond compensation and benefits. These include
transparent career development opportunities, a good balance
between work and private life, the quality of supervision, regular
performance feedback and clear communication of goals, roles
and responsibilities.
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5.

Empower local national management
with a global outlook

"We generally define our markets as where we want to be long
term. In the bread-and-butter business you do on your own,
this is becoming more and more a local business. And in
this business you have to have a local organization on-site.
Otherwise you are left with just small to mid-size projects
and aren't competitive."
President of a large international construction company,
pointing out the need for strong local management

Develop a strong native management team that understands how
its activities mesh with corporate processes and goals. Expatriate
managers are too expensive in the long run and don't have the
local connections that can determine success or failure. This is
particularly true for many emerging countries where institutional
relationships aren't well developed.
Many global corporations, for example those active in China or
India, establish direct reporting lines from the local heads to the
Western CEO. Some multinationals create multiple hubs, such
as in the Netherlands and China.

At Knauf Gips, local managers are expected to exercise
their initiative to reach financial targets. General Partner
Manfred Grundke explains:
"We really believe in pull approaches where the local countries
come up and say I need this, or I need that. I want to have this
product from Germany, I want to have this product from Russia, or
I have to get your technical support to develop a recipe for this
type of material and this is something I can really sell in my
market. We have almost no headquarters, we don't push products.
We have competence centers to support the local infrastructure
with R&D support, production support, but they have to pull, they
have to ask. The locals know best what they need. If they don't
pull, maybe we have a problem with the management."
Management by objectives has proved very effective at
encouraging independent local managers. Special employee
retention programs, attractive salary models and regular
management meetings between national management and HQ
can also promote efficient HQ-subsidiary relationships.
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Three brief but
important points
6.	Promote efficient international
	working teams

8.	Not new, but very important: Use English
as the corporate language

Build effective virtual team collaboration. Globalization and
technology have created a new space for virtual teams. Yet what's
most important for successful collaboration is not clear video but
bridging cultures. A virtual team leader's coaching style should
complement diverse nationalities and foster intercultural
sensitivity. This is admittedly a tall order. Standard procedures,
such as regular feedback sessions, can ease communication.
Leaders should also help with career planning and individual
career development because "normal" activities tend to diminish
the boundaries between real and virtual teams.

Improve English language skills. Management should consider
English language fluency a requirement for a higher percentage of
the organization. Many international companies already conduct
senior management discussions in English. But it may be difficult
to find local people with even basic English language proficiency.
Surprisingly, in India and Pakistan, only 11% of the population
speaks English. The percentage drops to 5% in Russia and 1% in
China. Language teaching is therefore recommended because
limited proficiency slows cross-cultural teamwork and hinders the
prospects of otherwise promising employees. But it is always
important to remember that common words don't necessarily
make for common understanding! Comprehension requires
practice and commitment encouraged by senior management.

7.	Develop efficient information and 		
knowledge transfer processes
Social media is blossoming as the new communication tool, and
international companies should use social media and video
conferencing. In 2012, the number of Facebook users across the
globe could reach 1 billion, with hundreds of millions of them
coming from emerging markets. Social media, e-learning tools and
video conferencing can speed up corporate knowledge transfer,
encourage cross-cultural cohesion and promote better working
relationships. Savings in travel expenses and reduced physical
stress are more than enough to cover equipment costs and special
social media learning programs. Some managers might consider
video conferencing training unnecessary, but good communication
techniques are especially important because a monitor can
obscure important physical clues about intent and meaning.
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